Here is the list of those who have graduated throughout the year of
April 2011 Respondere’ Certiﬁcates
Maureen OHara, Colunbia, Mo
Brenda Eckert, Louisville, Ky
James Stone, Louisville, Ky
Roger Merrill, Tulsa, Ok
Gail Watson, Tulsa, Ok
Carolyn Freeman, Tulsa, Ok
Rudy Arena, Palatine, Il.
Thomas French, Palatine, Il
Aneta Branek, Palatine, Il
Sharon Sartoa, Palatine, Il
Sandra Leitner, Palatine, Il
Emily Gynn, Palatine, Il
Debra Shirnbeck, Palatine, Il

Stephanie Jeffers, Tulsa, Ok
Holly Keahey, Oklahoma City, Ok
Deb DiSandro, Indianapolis, In
Greg Sparrow, Indianapolis, In
Ben Pettingill, Indianapolis, In
Melissa Ninls, Indianaplolis, In.
Scott Hilburn, Dallas, Tx
Jeff Evertt, Da;llas, Tx
Lillian Sledge, Dallas, Tx
Daniel Nichols, Springﬁeld, Mo
Dawn McClain Springﬁeld, Mo
Violetta Chaves, Bolingbrook, Il
Sharon Mundy, Bolingbrook, Il
Marjorie Halsey, Bolingbrook, Il
Gladys Anderson, Bolingbrook, Il
Brian Reinhardt, Maplewood, Mo
Diantha Decker, Cincinnati, Oh

June 2011 Respondere’ Certiﬁcates
Katherine Nicole Hayden, Columbia, Mo
Crystal Roxana Mena, Columbia, Mo.
Melissa Lynn Mesch, Maplewood, Mo
Claire Wolansky, Springﬁeld, Mo
Charlotte Mae Crabaugh, Springﬁeld, Mo
Jaclyn Marie Walker, Springﬁeld, Mo
James Daniel Wakeﬁeld, Springﬁeld, Mo
James Gross, Springﬁeld, Mo

Qui Docet Discit Certiﬁcates
Kimberlee Otto, Palatine, Il
Diana Kenny, Chicago, Il
Christine Spretnjak, Indianaplolis, In.
Doctorate of Divinity Certiﬁcates
Karen Mosby, College of Metaphysics

October 2011 All four levels of our education
were honored at this Certiﬁcates Ceremony
Respondere’ Certiﬁcates
Davod Wolf, Urbana, Il
Natalie Kritenbrink- Dobesh, Des Moines, Ia
Sandy Bowman, Des Moines, Ia

Doctorate of Metaphysics
Damian Nordmann
Ivy Norris
Paul Madar

Special certiﬁcates given to those students who
graduated from their year of study at the College of
Metaphysics.

(left to right)
Elizabeth Horton, Walter Hrycaj,
Emily Ashley, Karen Mosby, Dr. Daniel Condron,
Heater Hunt, and Brian Kraichely

7 year cycle certiﬁcate for a soul who has
incarnated on the Campus of the College of
Metaphysics

Alexandra Grace Madar & Dr. Daniel Condron
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Doctorate of Metaphysics ceremony in the outdoor chapel on the campus of the College of Metaphysics on October 2, 2011:
(left to right) Dr. Paul Madar, Dr. Ivy Norris, Dr. Damian Nordman, Dr. Daniel Condron, Dr. Barbara Condron, Dr. Pamel Blosser,
Dr. Sheila Benjamin, Dr. Laurel Clark, Dr. Terry Martin, Dr. Christine Madar

We are the students, teachers, and graduates of the School of Metaphysics, a not-for-proﬁt educational
institute, with branches in the U.S., a worldwide membership, and ﬁve online campuses. We are male
and female, ages one to 80, from many walks of life, cultures, faiths, and traditions. What unites us is
a sincere dedication to practicing the universal principles taught by all great masters of consciousness
throughout the ages. Through daily concentration, meditation, and visualization, we direct our Minds,
elevating our consciousness for the common good.
Our generations are spiritual as well as physical. Thus as a physical organization incorporated in 1973,
we are two generations old as marked in physical time. As a spiritual organization, our generations are
marked by the time required to guide a student to the point of passing on what they have learned as a
teacher, thus the time of the School of Metaphysics is measured in this way:
The time of accelerating evolution is from its beginning to the present, 38 generations.
In that time 24 Doctorates in Metaphysics have been awarded.
30 Doctorates of Divinity have been awarded.
84 Qui Docet Discits have been awarded.
and dozens of Responderes.•
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Everyone is a Master in the Making
Within each individual is a Cosmic Seed in the process of ﬂowering. The study of metaphysics, as designed
in the School of Metaphysics course, provides the concepts, practices, and interactions that accelerate this
maturation.
The Student...the road to the Respondere
The concepts discussed awaken the student’s memory to Universal Laws and Truths that govern creation.
Life begins to make more sense when perceived from an inclusive and objective view. Information becomes
knowledge as the student relates what he or she is learning to personal experience.
The Student-Teacher....the road to the Qui Docet Discit
Experiencing with Mind, begins to reveal the student’s Inner Teacher. This is profoundly experienced in
dreams and in meditation, the ﬁrst two inner level exercises assigned. With experience comes conﬁdence
and, as the student advances through the course, authority on the inner planes.
The Teacher ..... the road to the Doctorate of Divinity
As the mind is disciplined, it comes into alignment, and the inner light of understanding opens the heart.
The Inner Urge to aid others becomes strong and the student begins to pass on what has been learned
and understood. Through high-minded interaction with others, the student becomes a leader of others and
wisdom is born.
The Master Teacher.... the road to the Doctorate of Metaphysics
The student who has chosen Self realization through Self discipline makes of Self a teacher – one who knows
how to move belief into knowing. Such a one learns from every situations and teaches in thought and deed.
Demonstrating this, one invests the 10,000 hours which produces a master. The mastery gained in at the
School of Metaphysics is the mastery of consciousness itself.
This is why the activity of the School of Metaphysics is teaching teachers.
Everyone is a Master in the making.
–Dr. Barbara Condron, 1979 Graduate
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learned the importance of writing as a way to know my thoughts and consciousness.
Through completing the fourth cycle of lessons, from 2007 through 2011, I practiced how to care
for others ﬁrst, second and third. I developed a stronger teacher consciousness through supervising the
Springﬁeld, Missouri and the Columbia, Missouri branches. In teaching several classes every week, I realized
the beneﬁts of connectedness, compassion for others and myself, the nature of empathy, and much more
of my dharma – loyalty. I began developing the elements of autonomy and security – responsible freedom
with causal thought. I also experienced angelic connections with particular exercises in the fourth cycle.
I had not spent much time with children before I moved to the College of Metaphysics. While
there, I daily spent time with a four year old boy who also lived on campus. We spent hours together,
nearly every day for months, and I found out that I understood how to relate with him – meet him on
common ground – and remain a teacher and guide in the process. Through this experience I know I
eventually became a better parent than I would have been otherwise. I learned how to address the needs
of the soul ﬁrst when a lesson arises with children. I learned how to focus on building understandings, no
matter what the age of the student.
In my journey to doctorate, I have learned to listen closer, with stillness, when a child is trying
to learn something. I still have my moments of relapse, however, when my own girls ask questions, even
seemingly abstract or random questions, I have found they are asking for whole-minded answers for their
soul. The questions come from a desire for clarity and connection. When my oldest daughter asked if
I was going to die someday, I could sense she wanted as a soul to understand about the continuity of
consciousness, and we had wonderfully rich discussions about life and death -- and she was just four years
old.
I have practiced teaching adults in SOM classes for years and this has helped me develop my own
approach to teaching kids. Seeing everyone as a soul ﬁrst, with lessons, with understandings, with a dharma
and healing presence, helps me address a deeper place in a child quicker. The child then can sense me
listening and responding on a much deeper frequency. They very often feel listened to and respond with
openness, with trust, with genuineness.
I have used Intuitive Health Analyses for guidance, both with my own children for years, and with
other parents and their children. It has become the most natural starting point for in-depth consideration
of what a child is trying to learn, when examining various ‘symptoms.’ I have gained in conﬁdence as a
teacher, mentor and parent through my many experiences with the School of Metaphysics, and through
the long-term opportunity to be a spiritual, intuitive guide for kids.
Another signiﬁcant way I have beneﬁted from the SOM study is in public speaking -- and this does
notonly mean standing in front of a group. For me, this means speaking to ANYone, either in a class setting,
at a social gathering, at a fundraiser – any setting. I have gained lots of practice meeting people and ﬁnding
common ground quickly. I have practiced and studied public speaking, especially how to get a group’s focus
of attention off me and onto the topic at hand. I found that the easiest way to do that is to realize I am
giving an important gift to whomever I am speaking – I am giving the gift of care and connection. The gift
of soul awareness.
Through completing the four cycles of lesson in the School of Metaphysics, I have become a guide,
a teacher, a minister, a counselor, a compassionate leader, a father, a public speaker, emotionally active, a
spiritual being, grateful, present, and aware.•
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Journey to Doctorate
by Paul Madar

Respondere’

Overall, I can see that my journey through the
study of the School of Metaphysics has been a
journey of learning how to care about others.
I did not particularly think much about ‘caring’
before beginning the course of study in the School
of Metaphysics. Through the years of discipline,
service, teaching, heart and light expansion and
applied concentration, I learned much about
connectedness – the connecting power of love.
In the ﬁrst cycle of lessons, from mid1995 to mid-1997 in Indianapolis, I discovered the nature of singular-pointed attention and concentration
through the candle concentration exercise. I found that with right effort I can discipline my attention and
use my mind as a tool. With disciplined attention, I learned I could directly access life energy through the
Life Force exercises. I also could make sense of my past experiences and patterns. I experienced the
inﬂuence of long-held attitudes on my body and my life circumstances, and started to make sense of my
ego, limiting thoughts, and my identity. I studied how to formulate an ideal and purpose and stay with them.
I experienced the importance of moving to a new city to continue my growth and learning by moving to
Columbia, Missouri.
I learned much more about the principles of teaching and leadership through directing and going
on international delegations during the second cycle of lessons. I moved several times while studying the
second cycle, moving from Columbia, Missouri in 1998 to the College of Metaphysics, and then to the
School branches in Tulsa, Oklahoma in 2000, and to Webster Groves, Missouri in 2001. Moving and traveling
offered me frequent opportunities to re-invent myself. Through attending the College of Metaphysics and
delegations to India and South Africa, I practiced expanding my arena of inﬂuence and remolding my ego
identity to build service consciousness.
In the second cycle of lessons I also discovered the wonder of the inner levels of the mind through
the inner level projection lessons. The inner worlds are just as real as the outer world! Along these lines,
I learned how to surrender my own will to a greater pattern than I was familiar with, and opened up to
a greater life. I gained experience with directing reactionary energy into action through self-reﬂection. I
learned how to interpret holy works in the Universal Language of Mind. I had direct experiences with
my chakras. I explored the expansive nature of causal thought – and created my ﬁrst music album called
Hope.
In studying the third cycle of lessons, from 2002 through 2006, I practiced directing myself
productively through control of memory and imagination. I moved to the College of Metaphysics in 2002
after getting married and practiced a new level of determination and commitment. I began learning in
earnest how to make life choices – ﬁnances, marriage, children – based on soul growth, and learned some
important elements of divine connection. I expanded my inﬂuence more, through initiating the Healing Wall,
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“All who are thirsty, come to the water!” Iasaiah 55

The Education of a Respondere’ Degree...
by Kerry Keller
What a student learns in the ﬁrst cycle of study is very attractive to individuals who desire
to experience Self-Respect in every endeavor of life. In our relationships we experience
life’s challenges of growth and learning. At the School of Metaphysics a student enjoys
continual revelations in awareness of how to best respond from the point of origin in daily
situations and circumstances....with their thoughts. The prerequisite for this course is the
desire to learn during the practice of inner skills, as well as a commitment to developing
one’s willpower to change old ways of being into productive learning experiences. It is a
transformative process. Educationally, the Respondere’ Degree honors the transformational
experiences of growth during the First Cycle of Applied Metaphysics.
In the initial lessons the mirror exercise gives us mind experiences beyond our body, to become
acquainted with the Self. Our self-respect expands to perceive a true awareness of our expansiveness...
enabling us to make productive, unrestricted choices. The more diligently a student practices the candle
exercise, the quicker he/she develops command of their attention. The scattered state of mind prevails in our
society and concentration insures your excellence in physical activity, personal & professional relationships,
and every challenge you seek to succeed in. The 10 most wanted List gives you goals of being a purposeful
mental creator. This exercise, aids you to identify where to place the undivided attention needed to
successfully develop and accomplish your visions. Fruit day is an exercise of will to overcome demands of
the body. This allows us to release a much smaller view of our human potential, while developing the life
skills begins our practice of visualization to expand what’s truly possible. Harmonized with the knowledge
of Universal Laws creation becomes a skill.
Through all 28 lessons, we commit to the responsibility of fulﬁlling assignments and the individual
application of the exercises into our daily schedules. Just like you would physically workout over an extended
time to develop your body strength, response time, agility, health and the ability to perform perfection, our
essential mind skills blossom beyond our imagination. Intentional use of these skills gives us command over
our body, ego, and our habitual, limited ways of making unproductive choices. The ability to respond with
discipline in performing spiritual exercises and practicing them in school laboratory experiences, indeed
transforms how we perceive the effects of what we cause everyday. Direct experience is emphasized in the
required 15 hours of auditing other classes. One recognizes their own growth in these observations and
claims self-respect in their own spiritual progress. The 40 hours of Intuitive Research and the 6 hours of
Healing Class enable the realization of one’s personal power in connectedness and responsibility, to receive
truth from Subconscious Mind, expand their ideal self image and aid themselves to better aid the whole.
As the progressing student successfully passes the midterm assignment and ﬁnal written examination,
he/she demonstrates their desire and greater ability to respond within the inﬂuence of their environment.
The temptations of the egoic reactions have lessened and the desire to act positively and favorably have
arrived with the transforming consciousness. The freedom in being responsible for your self is in the joy of
discovering how best to respond as a creator and begin to teach others.. •
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Sharon Mundy

Boiingbrook
Silvia Galvan

Studying the ﬁrst series I learned that I am in control
of creating my life. I have the ability to control my
thoughts, my attitudes and my choices in order
to create how I feel today and what will come
tomorrow. I am a vibrational being and how I vibrate
does impact what I attract to my life. I have learned
the importance of having a goal, purpose and activity
to place my focus on daily and long-term goals.
In deepening my understanding of my
Creator and seeking to become more compatible
with my Creator, I have come to enjoy the art of
meditation and Hong sau practice. It is an enriching
experience to be still and to hear the answers to my
prayer requests. It is even more amazing when I can
carry this meditative state through out my day!
Most importantly I have learned authentic
love. Love for both myself, and for others. Giving
and receiving love and allowing no judgment but
to love simply because we are.
The stronger my compatibility
becomes with my Creator, the
more I am able to do this as a
Soul. •

Through studying and practicing metaphysics, I have
the tools and personal skills allowing me to become
a fulﬁlled individual and I decided to become a
teacher to give others what I now have: happiness,
responsibility, prosperity, freedom, and much more.
We all have a choice every minute of the
day and by coming to class you can discover how
to choose the thoughts and activities that are most
productive for you. The tools we teach at the School
of Metaphysics are permanent and will guide you to
be the creator of you life. Every day is a new day to
experiment and discover who you can become. •
Marjorie Halsey

Violetta Chavez

Studying at the School of Metaphysics and ﬁnishing up the ﬁrst
cycle of lessons has built a sturdy foundation and structure for
what was about to come in my
future endeavors. I am grateful
to carry such invaluable life skills and to share with
everyone I meet and tend to. Working in the medical
ﬁeld has allowed me to become more attentive and
concentrated on all the tasks preformed from patient
care to physician meet ups with greater awareness.
I have found structure in all aspects of my life that
brings great joy and harmony. I am truly blessed to
be here •
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Last year I found myself at a point in my life where
I didn’t care about anything- drinking wasn’t fun
anymore, I hated myself all the time and I was
stagnating. I even felt as if I were dying sometimes.
I thought there has got
to be more to life than
this. I had a message for
God: ‘Please just tell me
what you want me to
do. I don’t want to do
anything except what is
your will for me.’ I began
searching online and had
a motto; I was going to
‘Find Zen in 2010’. That
is when I found my
teacher.
Since starting class at the School of
Metaphysics I have developed a love for everyone
on the planet and have experienced my Creator - a
feeling I never knew existed. I experience times of
calm and gratitude much more while before I would
go to anxiety, fear and doubt. I have elevated the
way I speech in all ways. •

3rd Cycle:
In the 3rd Cycle I experienced greater joy, universal love, divinity and fulﬁllment.
I received visions for my life from the inside “calling” me to focuses such as ministry. In the third cycle
I learned how to have more of the consciousness of a healer with the lessons on healing. I gained
greater and more frequent awareness of my karma as we practiced conscious past life reports and
crossings.
I also learned the joy of creating with others. The “loner” archetype was left behind at this
point. I gained a lot of this awareness as we worked with the mental level, heart and throat chakras,
and also my time as a student at the College of Metaphysics.
Dreams became more steadily spiritual at this point. One such dream occurred when I was a College of Metaphysics student. I had spent the day focusing on the space between my thoughts. I awoke
in such lightness and peace, out of a white-light dreamless dream. I carried this with me throughout
the day and even as I went into the barn to milk the cows I realized I carried this deep OM, sound of
creation, with me wherever I went. I was forever different.
With this cycle I learned the deeper one goes into mind, the simpler and clearer everything becomes.
4th Cycle:
In the 4th Cycle, I experienced bliss, neutrality and contentment.
I learned how complete the entire course of study is with the fourth cycle. I learned that it
most certainly supports having regular whole functioning self, not dependent upon any person, place
or thing for peace contentment and security, kinds of thoughts.
At this point I saw how clearly my Ideal, Purpose and Activity aligns with the School’s Ideal, Purpose
and Activity. I gained more of a superconscious perspective, much more neutral, objective and streamlined in my thinking and choices and how love can be/is given and received at the same time, as we are
truly one in the Spirit.
With the Crown and Heart chakra lessons given, I learned how to consciously cause bliss.
Also, the ﬁrst time I practiced the superconscious symbol, I experienced profound and life-changing
bliss that I wanted to share with others.
It is here in this cycle that I more greatly develop Self-trust and harmony with universal law.
Who and What I have become...:
A healthy person, a wiser woman, an active, giving part of society (dream from beginning of
study), a teacher, a teacher of teachers, a true friend, a lover of truth, a minister, counselor, purposeful
leader, one connected to the ﬁre in the heart, much more content, more open-minded and openhearted, one who lives to accelerate evolution, one who is grateful and ready to continue to apply and
go deeper!
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My Learning through the
Cycles of Lessons
by Dr. Ivy Norris

1st Cycle:
In the 1st Cycle I became more self aware/awake
and therefore willing. I learned the keys to healing
in large part because I had a generous teacher who
consistently gave love and truth. He consistently
taught that “thought is cause” and gave me
opportunities to give. During this ﬁrst cycle study
I
moved from believing to knowing with this truth
that “thought is cause”. I learned that by changing
my thoughts, attitudes and belief systems, I could change my health and my life. The two main tools to be
able to make these changes and have this awareness myself were daily dream interpretation and slowing
the thinking down to know the thoughts through practicing concentration. I received many beneﬁts early
on from the concentration exercises and had profound experiences with the candle exercise, such as my
heart opening during it and remembering the exercise during work to alleviate stress.
While in the latter part of this cycle I received an Intuitive Health Analysis that said my skeletal,
muscular and nervous systems were regenerating. It was working!
I also learned in this cycle that there were people like myself who wanted to live a learningcentered life and there was a way to do it. To be with others who also wanted to live a purposeful life
centered on growth was an ideal I didn’t even realize I had until it was right before me.
2nd Cycle:
In the 2nd Cycle I became more harmonious and happy. I learned how much teaching an meditation
heals. I learned how to see people as souls and the relativity of why we were in each others lives. This
occurred then because the 2nd cycle is about the subconscious mind, which is the residence of the soul.
The etheric projection exercises helped to produce a great deal more harmony and closeness in
my relationships with others.
I had gained enough clarity and health at this point that I went to college part-time and applying the
essential life skills I was building, received a 4.0 in every class. I also had the opportunity to write papers and
give speeches based upon my studies in the School of Metaphysics that the professors and other college
students gained value receiving.
In this cycle I also became acutely aware how necessary it is to live a disciplined life in order to be a
healing presence in the lives of others. A full commitment to live a disciplined life, to practice discipline
throughout the day and to hold my practices holy and sacred, was fully made by this point.
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Jeff Everett

Dallas
Lillian Charrie Sledge

I recently completed ﬁrst cycle for the second time.
This provided me with space and time to ground
myself in the knowledge that I have in fact increased
my skill in wielding my conscious mind This foundation
presents one with real choice: one can disengage
from the course of study and continue with one’s
life in a more conscious fashion, knowing that one
has achieved real beneﬁt; or one can continue in the
course of study, thereby going deeper into Mind.
As I approached this choice, however,
I labored under a limiting
thought formed early on: that
it is not feasible to “balance”
the time commitment of the
second cycle with the time
commitment of a big day job
in corporate America. Indeed,
careers of many of the Doctors
and other leaders of the School
seemed (but no longer seem)
in contrast to mine in that
I perceived (but no longer
perceive) choices made in our twenties placed us on
widely divergent paths.
Thank you all for your love, wisdom, support
and patience. I am excited to teach a new ﬁrst cycle
class that will begin on Monday, January 30, 2012.
And I look forward to attending my ﬁrst teacher’s
area meeting next month. •

I am full of joy of how in this past year how
much I have discovered of my true Self. I am pleased
with the insight I now have. I say this to my friends
at school “I have a plan; I actually have a plan!” I
mentioned this to my teacher the other day and I
added that I was somewhat afraid as well. “Why?”
He asked. Because this is the ﬁrst time in my life that
I have made a decision as to what I desire, where I
desire to go and see it being unfolded before me.
Then he asked “what is
the worst you believe
could happen?” I thought
for awhile on an answer
to this question; I really
couldn’t come up with
an answer. The answer
was, I was afraid to fail.
Then he asked “what
will you lose if you fail?”
I thought about this
for awhile. My answer:
NOTHING!!! I will lose nothing. Now that I think on
this subject failure isn’t even an option, failure doesn’t
exist, punishment from God doesn’t exist; learning
exists, new experiences exists, gaining permanent
understanding exists, expansion, growth, knowledge,
love, and peace exists. Learning to become a creator
is a process; it is a process of learning not failing.•

Scott Hilburn

I am fulﬁlled and committed to my soul growth. I have completely turned my life around. I started the
school as a bartender and was recently coming off of drugs and alcohol. I improved my concentration,
and started to become more aware of myself. I made lots of changes such as my job, the way I dress, the
people I spend time with, and my consciousness. I learned to be of service and to give and receive. I pushed
beyond limitation after limitation. I built a lot of conﬁdence through being apart of actives at the School of
Metaphysics. I went from being hesitant to talk to people to leading the postering lab position by choice.
The way I perceive myself and the world around me has evolved. I now see the inner beauty and experience
much joy and love in the simple things. •
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Indianapolis
Benjamin Pettingill

My soul progression has quickened in many ways since
I began studying here at the School of Metaphysics.
The spiritual disciplines that I have been exercising,
like the candle concentration and meditation
exercises have given me peace of mind. I can now
better differentiate the thoughts that produce wholeminded ideals. For instance, my criticizing thoughts
that separated me from others are now unifying
and productive. Interpreting and remembering my
dreams have given me a clearer understanding of
what my true desires are and where my life needs
improvement. For example, smoke i my dreams
is a waning sign of where
change needs to occur, while
dreaming of my parents
indicates the higher ideals
I have for my Self. Finally,
by receiving my ﬁrst past
life proﬁl, I have discovered
my karma. I must focus my
mind in order to battle my
scattered attention. Now
that I am aware of this, I
can more easily adapt my
concentration when I notice
my mind begin to wander.•
Mellissa Nink

In the ﬁrst year and a half at the school I have
developed a more disciplined mind. I am more
productive because I am more disciplined. I am
more motivated and effective at creating because I
use the image of myself at my ideal to keep me on
track. The realization that it isn’t so much important
the outcome of an event but who I am becoming
6

through the process has helped me learn to forgive
others as well as myself. By replacing frustration
with purpose I’ve become less critical of myself
and more forgiving of others. I’ve gained greater
self respect and a healthier self image. Harmonizing
myself with the Universal Laws we study has
assisted me in developing an entirely new out look
on the possibilities of this life. •
Greg Sparrow

For me, this has been an incredible time of growth,
learning and increasing my awareness.I had to change
my way of thinking. I have learned about Universal
Laws and have gained a lot of understandings
and experiences with my experimenting. I have
learned so much about my Self. I have more
skills to increase my
rate and scope of
visualizing to create
the life I want. I try
to keep in mind my
Ideal and Purpose for
everything I do. I ask
myself: How will this
help humanity? Doing
this for the good of
all concerned.
My two goals
for taking classes at
SOM are to lead a deliberate life and know my
purpose in life. As I continue to grow in knowing
my Self and develop permanent understanding,
I know I have a much better understanding of
my purpose in life. This has increased my sense
of knowing, calmness and satisfaction. I am better
at setting and reaching my goals. This has allowed
me to move toward not being dependant on any
person, place or thing for peace, contentment and
security. •

What I Learned from the
4th Cycle of Lessons
By Damian Nordmann

Of all the four distinct cycles of lessons taught
at the School of Metaphysics I found the forth
cycle to be the most fulﬁlling, joyful, fruitful, and
inspiring. The forth cycle has been a great time
of maturing, and wisdom for me. I didn’t know
what to expect from the forth cycle when I ﬁrst
entered it. In many ways I ﬁgured it would be a
continuous deepening of what I had experienced
through the ﬁrst, second, and third cycles of
lessons. It was this, and it was a time for me to
discover the depth and profundity of what was inside of me.
There was a point close to the beginning of the forth cycle that I almost decided to discontinue
my studies. In many ways I believed I had learned all that there was to learn. It did not seem like there
was anyone who could teach me anything new. While on a content level this was true, I discovered
the very structure of the School of Metaphysics provided me with opportunities to keep going deeper
within my Self and there were ways for me to draw out the truth and authority I had spent lifetimes
building.
It was during the forth cycle of lessons that I was able to integrate and unify many of the truths
and life lessons I had gathered from my previous studies. These all began to coalesce when I moved
from being the Area Director for the South to being the Director and Field Director for Dallas. I made
a clear decision within my mind that I would bring everything I had to a single point of focus in Dallas. I found it easier than ever to talk about the needs of the School in Dallas. I also found an ease and
ﬂuidity through my interactions with people, especially my new students. Experiences and prosperity
that previously would have taken a long time to manifest, seemed to come to me with great speed and
accuracy.
Within two years of moving to Dallas the school went from three students to sixty-one students. This was a manifestation of the commitment I had been developing for many years. Everything
I had learned about teaching and leadership culminated. I realized again and again that I was learning
from each and every person in my life. Every interaction was a glorious time to discover another facet
of the Creator and another aspect of my holographic Self.
There were also many opportunities during the forth cycle that I had to stand for what was
most valuable to me. I was called upon repeatedly to communicate this to others and to make choices
that were in alignment with my ideal. The trials and tests that came about during the years as a forth
cycle student were among some of the most amazing and transformative I have ever experienced. It
is for these reasons that I recommend to all people to persist and complete the entire course of study.
The rich growth and transﬁguration that occurs is worth many times the effort expended.. •
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The Doctorate of Metaphysics
“Who Is the One Who Connects the Heart With the Whole World? The One of Bliss, the World
Server.”
The Still Mind Present Moment, Open Heart

The Doctorate of Metaphysics
By Dr. Daniel Condron

The Doctorate of Metaphysics is to be highly esteemed.
This degree is offered to one who has gone beyond the brain and entrapment in the ﬁve physical senses, and has entered the realms of Mind. Mind is the
vehicle to know the Self and such a one has wielded the mind and harmonized with
the Universal Laws, Universal Truths and Universal Principles in order to know Self.
Such a one knows Self as I Am and has pierced the veil of separateness and
entered the realm of universal connectedness.
The Doctor of Metaphysics has recognized the ego and overcome its false
logic, through reasoning and the intuitive faculty. The Doctor of Metaphysics has overcome obstacle after obstacle and limitations in consciousness to arrive at Truth, Love
and Light •
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Des Moines
Natalie Kritenbrink

I have always been willing to look at myself and
change as necessary, but studying at the School of
Metaphysics has made me look at myself more consistently and more completely, pointing out areas
for change where I was previously unaware. I have
learned to focus my attention inward rather than being bombarded by the constant physical distractions
that I face daily. I am now able to focus on the outer
world, but with a constant inner awareness of
my thoughts and actions.
This has helped me to
be more centered and
has caused me to have a
deep sense of peace and
calm, even during times
when I outwardly look
very busy. I am able to
operate within my chiropractic practice where
there are constant,
sometimes concurrent
demands for my time and attention, with a sense of
deep inner calm.
Learning to interpret my dreams has also
been a major theme in the acceleration of my soul
progression. Now that I am becoming in touch with
my subconscious mind, I am able to self correct
much more easily and know whether or not my actions are serving me.
Fruit day is another way that I am accelerating my soul growth because by eating fruit two days
a week I am able to purify my physical body, keeping
it lighter and healthier.
I am also learning to see people as souls, as
extensions of myself. •

There are many ways I’ve beneﬁted from being a
student at The School of Metaphysics. I think the
most beneﬁcial skill I learned is to be concentrated
and in control of my thoughts. I say this is the most
beneﬁcial because there are many ways in which
this is helpful in my life.
To be able to control my thoughts that lead
to my scattered thoughts
clears the way for more
meaningful time spent on
whatever it is I’m doing at
the time. At work, I am so
much more focused on my
work, and able to complete
one task after another, in
less time. At home, I am able
to hear everything being
said to me by whoever
is speaking. I’m able to
concentrate on reading or
on my homework even
when other people are
having conversations in the background or if the TV
is on. I can block out distractions easily.
I have never slept better! I used to wake up
and my thoughts would keep my mind from resting
for hours at a time in the middle of the night. That
no longer happens, I am SO happy to say!!!
I don’t mean to sound like a master at this
skill, but the difference between how I was before
I became a student, and now, is BIG and I am so
grateful for that! •
Sandy Bowman

The study and application of metaphysics has quick-

ened my soul growth by making me more self aware.
7

Cincinnati
Diantha Decker

I ﬁrst came to the School of Metaphysics in response to a major soul urge
to aid humanity and to connect with God in every way. My study at the
school has helped me to ground myself and to ﬁrst be dedicated to the
growth of my soul, therefore becoming more like God and becoming a
sacred servant. On this journey, I have gained great appreciation for mental
discipline through the daily exercises. In a nutshell, concentration and
visualization have helped me become more mentally sharp, clear, collected when I speak, and decisive. It
has increased my ability to be organized and to lead others in creative processes. The mediation, life force
and breathing exercises have connected me throughout the day with God in the most beautiful ways. I
am becoming more aware of intuitive experiences as I knit a tighter relationship with my soul. It has been
incredibly fulﬁlling to experience this sacred connectedness integrated in daily activities and dreaming. I’m
grateful for God and the teachers who continue to guide me in the

Maplewood
Brian Reinhardt

On an unassuming weekday evening, on the walk back from the local grocery
store, with my son and his mother in tow, I saw the School of Metaphysics
and knocked on the door. I had lived a mere three blocks away for a handful
of months and had most likely passed the School a dozen or more times,
but that night, I intuitively knocked on the door and spoke with then Branch
Director Judy Weber and signed up for classes., which were beginning the
next week, the same night.
Since that ﬁrst encounter a year and a half ago, I know that I am forever changed. Certain thoughts
and concepts have been conﬁrmed and while others have been illuminated, the most striking of which is you
have to be the change. After observing new classes as part of the requirements for receiving my Respondere,
especially new classes, it is easy to get a sense of who will stick and who will not; who is serious about
changing their life and their Self, and who is not at the present moment. I have learned that evolving as a Self
and Soul requires work, will, and dedication. It is often easier to continually wear the worn out and crusty skin
we have grown comfortable in than to shed that skin for something more empowering and freer.
I have learned that thought is cause; that every decision I have made in the past affects the present
and every decision I make presently affects the future; to be an adult means making decisions that will
ultimately lead to a more fulﬁlling life.
I have learned that we are all creators; our Soul has an urge to progress, evolve, and grow and that
is why we chose to incarn (again).
But perhaps most importantly. I have learned that everything in the lessons I have read, everything I
have been taught, means nothing if it is not put into motion. •
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Doctorate of Divinity
Karen Mosby

As a Third Cycle student I
have developed a new perspective
on health as I heal the headaches
I have had. I now see that health
and wholeness of mind, body and
spirit are synonymous. Wholeness,
holiness, occurs when the mind, body
and spirit are aligned in the singular
ideal and purpose to know Self in
relationship to the Creator. There
is really only one goal and that is to
become compatible to the Creator. My perspective has changed from wanting to help people
heal to teaching them the steps to whole thinking, whole living, to know the whole Self, which is
taught in the SOM lessons. Physical dis-ease becomes an indication of the areas where changes
in thinking need to occur. The body then becomes a wonderful feedback system for me to
understand when my thoughts are no longer whole, holy.The study of the book of Revelation and
the writing of a thesis has helped with this transformation in my thinking.
This has led me to seeing the world in a more positive light. I have
learned that the world is a friendly place if I choose to see it this way. I am
recognizing my inﬂuence on the people and situations around me. I recognize
the importance of being a leader and the fulﬁllment that comes from claiming
my ideas and expressing them. I now know that my life is my creation. There
is such freedom in knowing that I am the cause of my life and the choices of
how I want to live are up to me. I have also learned that if I follow “Seek ye
ﬁrst the kingdom of heaven,” all else has been given to me in better and more
fulﬁlling ways than I ever expected. As a teacher of the college students I see
their brilliance as they seek to transform and grow. Through teaching the health
course to the people at Sunrise Beach I have come to recognize the wealth of
knowledge and experience we as an organization have to offer the world. •
Karen Mosby shares the ministry of music in the Power of Prayer Cantata 2010.
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Doctorate of Divinity

David Payne Wolf

“Wisdom has stilled their minds, and their thoughts, words, and deeds are ﬁlled with peace. Freed from illusion and from
personal ties, they have renounced the world of appearance to ﬁnd reality. Thys have they reached the highest.”
The Dhammapada. The Saint,90

Doctorate of Divinity
by Dr. Laurel Clark

The Doctorate of Divinity is the degree conferred
at the completion of the Third Cycle of study of
the School of Metaphysics lessons. The Third Cycle
teaches a student how to exist with awareness and
control in the inner two levels of the subconscious
mind, the 4th and 3rd levels.
In this cycle, the student demonstrates commitment
to Self and service to humanity. Students hold a
position of leadership equivalent to directing a branch
of the School of Metaphysics. This provides a learning
laboratory for understanding how different elements
relate to a whole, of coordinating and cooperating with many aspects of Self as one directs the energy
involving many different people.
The student also apprentices as a leader through a School of Metaphysics National position.
The changes in consciousness in the Third Cycle are those associated with adulthood; namely, learning to
initiate one’s learning. Causing experiences for the purpose of producing understanding is an important
element in this cycle.
The student gains mastery of the Universal Language of Mind, through dreams and study of Holy Scripture.
Students have classes in the inner levels of consciousness. They learn to do conscious “readings” of the
Akashic records and the health aura. This produces a greater independence and command of the knowledge
of intuition.
The Dhammapada and the Tao Te Ching are scriptures studied in this cycle of lessons. The student
demonstrates knowledge of the School of Metaphysics teachings through published writings, and
demonstrates command of Holy Works by offering metaphysical scripture study and giving interfaith
sermons.
A student in this cycle of lessons learns to have conscious awareness of the chakras and symbols associated
with the 4th and 3rd levels. He or she then has direct access to all of the energies and substance available
in the subconscious mind. Students develop greater command of clairvoyance, telepathy, knowing the Self
beyond the physical body, knowing the Self as soul, and a commitment to one’s soul growth and spiritual
progression.
Once a student has earned the Doctorate of Divinity, he or she is eligible to apply to be ordained by the
Interfaith Church of Metaphysics. •
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Urbana

I know, that I am a creator--THE creator of my life, what I do feel think, how
I am productive; that I am totally responsible for my life. I know that what I
think and picture in my mind radiates to others.
Yes--I know that this life is temporary, and that my whole being is
not just a body. I KNOW this more since SOM. I know more often that
positive thinking is more powerful and more helpful and truer than negative thinking. •

Oklahoma City

Tulsa

Stephanie Jeffords
As I stood waiting to receive
my Respondere, I began to
reﬂect on how much I had
learned; the Universal Laws
and Truths, how to master
my ego, the importance of
dreams, the importance of
meditation,
conﬁrmation
that we do have past lives, the Akashic records are
real, and the understanding of Cosmic Energy and
how to begin to wield it at will. However, the most
important and profound understanding I gained was
the understanding of my Self.
I knew I wanted to be someone different than
who I was, to help others to help themselves, I knew
I was supposed to love myself, to have conﬁdence, to
give my problems up to God, to love others, I knew I
shouldn’t let ego get the better of me, I knew to give
and receive, somewhere down the road someone
told me that I should meditate, and I studied a lot
about quantum physics and philosophies. What I
didn’t know, until I studied applied metaphysics, was
HOW to do all those things, how to actually apply
them in life. Not only have I learned how to apply
what I have learned but why it is important. How I
treat and think of myself has far more of an impact
on all those around me, than I ever realized. One
person CAN make a difference. I am now more in
tune with my Self than I ever thought possible and it
feels AWESOME! •

Holly Keahey
Within the ﬁrst
few months of
the ﬁrst cycle,
I had many
understandings.
Why was I where
I was in my life?
How I got there,
what thinking was causing me pain? What was it I
was suppressing by using alcohol and medications?
Purpose. Feeling inadequate to fulﬁll that purpose.
Low self esteem. Once I was able to see the reasons,
I was then empowered to change my thinking. I
slowly began to peel away the layers that surrounded
my heart, by objectively looking at every learning
experience I have had, and embracing the fact I had
caused them, attracted them by my thoughts. Once
the learning was complete, I didn’t feel I was carrying
around the weight of my past anymore. I was free. I
am free.
Thank you so so so much for providing
the sacred space, so moments like graduation can
produce ripples through families, causing healing,
connectedness, and understanding. Every person
that sets foot on the COM property is a potential
student. •
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Christine Spretnjak

I learned that I am where my attention is; that
I am not my physical body. I learned that the
troubles I’ve had with my physical body are
really the effect of thought cause. I was able
to focus and concentrate inwardly to cause
thought changes that positively effected my
physical body and health. I expanded my
ability to serve to greater degrees to greater
numbers of people. By putting my attention
on my own and the soul needs of others, I
became more and more content and free. •

Qui Docet Discit
“Act well thy part in the world- perform well thine allotted tasks- takejp;d pf tjat wprl wjocj ;oes mearest thy hand,
and do it the best that is in thy power to do - and it will be well with thee.” Bhagavad Gita, Part III,The Secret of Work

Qui Docet Discit
by Dr. Laurel Clark

The School of Metaphysics Course of Study teaches a student step-by-step how to know the Self in
all levels of consciousness. The course is designed to lead the student inward, to “march onto the plain
of the Kurus,” as it says in the Bhagavad Gita. This means that in the First Cycle a student develops
discipline in the conscious mind which he or she applies to experience consciously in the inner levels or
subconscious mind.
(The Bhagavad Gita is a Hindu scripture that describes symbolically the change that occurs in the
self when the Pandus, or disciplined conscious mind, takes command of the Kurus, or subconscious mind.
This is one of the Holy Works a student learns in the Second Cycle of lessons.)
The Qui Docet Discit is the degree conferred at the end of the Second Cycle of lessons. In
this study, students understand and practice how to exist with awareness in the outer two levels of
subconscious mind, the 6th and 5th levels. There are chakras and symbols associated with these levels.
Students learn to understand the energies and substances of these two levels of mind. They begin to
develop intuition, the direct grasp of truth, through practices of astral and etheric projection, telepathy, and
clairvoyance.
Students learn more in-depth about how to use dreams. Practices in dream incubation, understanding the
dream consciousness circuit, and lucid dreaming, are a part of this course of study.
Students also learn the mechanics of visualization. While in the First Cycle students learn to use a Ten Most
Wanted List, in the Second Cycle the student learns how this works and how a thought form develops in
the subconscious mind. This increases one’s understanding of the Universal Laws and how they function.
The Qui Docet Discit means “he who teaches learns.” Student-teachers learn to function like the
subconscious mind, which fulﬁlls the conscious mind’s desires, by creating circumstances and conditions to
keep their students best interest in mind. Putting others ﬁrst is a practice of surrendering one’s individual
will to Superconscious will, a practice of this cycle of lessons.
In this cycle of lessons, a student studies the “Book of Revelation” in the Bible in addition to the
Bhagavad Gita. At the completion of the Qui Docet Discit, the student has served in a leadership capacity
in community outreach, has demonstrated understanding of School of Metaphysics teachings through
published writings, and has taught at least eight students through Respondere.
This degree indicates that the aspirant demonstrates comprehension and changes in authority and a basic
understanding of the theory of Universal Law. •
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Diana Kenny

In the second cycle, I gained a greater command over my thoughts. I was able to go within more
consistently and ﬁnd the cause for what I was experiencing without. I also began to understand that I
actually operated most frequently from subconscious mind. I had not really understood that, despite
all the many thoughts and activity I engaged in, I was still operating primarily on a subconscious level. I
learned on a deeper level about the interplay between the conscious and subconscious mind. I gained
a greater understanding of when I was receiving information from my subconscious mind or when I was
having a brain thought. My understanding of what intuition was changed, to reﬂect that it was a state of
being with stillness sufﬁcient to access Truth from within. •
Kimberlee Otto

The second cycle of lessons offers the knowledge and wisdom of how the mind, universe and universal
laws work and why. Understanding the science of the mind has helped me to understand myself and
others on a much deeper level than psychology or physical science ever did. Once I had been taught the
structure of the mind I began to take that information into my life and into interactions with other people.
I began to see myself and others as souls and how that inner intelligence was expressing in all areas of life,
personality and self. It was as if this giant cosmic puzzle had been opened to me and I ﬁnally had a chance,
in this lifetime to solve it.
In the Second Cycle of lessons I began to know my creator. I can do more than just believe now.
I meditate daily with the desire to be one day face to face with my creator and I know I get closer every
day. My minds ability to detect a “divine” moment or experience has become keener and my prayers are
answered almost instantaneously. There is a song called “I can only imagine” by the band Mercy Me. I used
to listen to that song paint images of being with the creator and what it would be like to be in the divine
presence and long for that kind transcendent experience. My School of Metaphyaics studies have taken me
far beyond imaginings and into closer and closer realities. Now when I sing that song, I sing “I do more than
imagine”. •
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